
GLOSSARY
A$AP ROCKY‑ American hip hop recording 
artist, member of the A$AP mob
ABBY WAMBACH‑ American soccer player, 
most international goals in history
ADAM LEVINE‑ Lead singer of Maroon 
Five, judge on the Voice
ADELE‑ Soulful English singer/songwriter, 
‘Hello’, ‘Rolling in the Deep’
ALICIA KEYS‑ Singer, ‘Fallin’ and ‘No One’
AMY POEHLER‑ Actress and comedian, on 
TV’s SNL and star of ‘Parks and Recreation’
ANDY WARHOL‑ Artist, leader of Pop Art 
movement, Campbell’s Soup Can paintings
ANGELA MERKEL‑ German politician, 
current chancellor of Germany
ANNA PAQUIN‑ Actress, youngest Oscar 
winner, ‘Piano’, Sookie in ‘True Blood’ series
ARIANA GRANDE‑ Singer and actress, Cat 
Valentine in ‘Victorious’ TV show
AZIZ ANSARI‑ American actor and 
comedian, starred in ‘Parks and Recreation’
BEELZEBUB‑ The devil himself, one of the 
seven princes of hell
BENEDICT CUMBERBATCH‑ English actor, 
voiced Smaug, PBS’s ‘Sherlock’
BERNIE SANDERS‑ Senator from Vermont, 
longest serving Independent in Congress
BEYONCE’‑ Singer, entertainer, sang, 
’Single Ladies’, ‘Crazy in Love’
BLAKE SHELTON‑ American country music 
artist, also a judge on the Voice
BRADLEY COOPER‑ American actor, 
starred in ‘American Sniper’ and ‘Burnt’
BRUNO MARS‑ American singer/
songwriter, sang ‘Uptown Funk’, ‘Gorilla’
CAITLYN JENNER‑ Formerly Bruce Jenner,  
Olympic gold winning decathalete
CAM NEWTON‑ Carolina Panthers QB
CARLY RAE JEPSON‑ Canadian singer 
songwriter, sang ‘Call Me Maybe’
CHANNING TATUM‑ American actor, model 
starred in ‘Magic Mike’ and ‘21 Jump Street’
CHESTER CHEETAH‑ Fictional snarky 
sunglass wearing cheetah spokesperson 
for Cheetos brand
CHRIS KYLE‑ Real life american war hero, 
subject of the movie ‘American Sniper’
CHRISTIAN DOPPLER‑ Austrian scientist, 
discovered Doppler effect for sound waves
CORNELIUS ‘CORNY’ ROOSTER‑ Official 
mascot of the Corn Flakes brand cereal
CTHULU‑ Ancient entity created by H.P. 
Lovecraft, in the Call of Cthulu
DAENERYS TARGARYEN‑ Last member 
from House Targaryen, Mother of Dragons
DANIEL CRAIG‑ Actor, James Bond in 
‘Casino Royale’ and ‘Spectre’
DAVID ORTIZ‑ Baseball player, designated 
hitter for Boston Red Sox, ‘Big Papi’
DEADPOOL‑ Disfigured and mentally 
unstable Marvel comics anti-hero
DEAN KAMEN‑ American inventor, created 
the Segway, resides in Bedford NH
DEMI LOVATO‑ American singer/
songwriter, sang ‘Cool For the Summer’, 
‘Heart Attack’
DIKEMBE MOTUMBO‑ 7’2” Congolese 
basketball player known for waving his 
finger at opponents
DJ KHALED‑ American record producer, 
radio personality, king of Snapchat
DONNY DARKO‑ Disenchanted loner 
teenage character
DR. BEN CARSON‑ Retired american 
neurosurgeon, ran for president in 2016
DRAKE‑ Canadian rapper, sang ‘Started 
From The Bottom’
ED SHEERAN‑ English singer/songwriter, 
wrote and sang ‘Photograph’ and ‘Sing’

EDDARD STARK‑ Honorbound lord of 
Winterfell, Hand of the King
ELON MUSK‑ CO-founder of Paypal and 
CEO of Tesla electronic cars and SpaceX
FINN THE HUMAN‑ ‘Adventure Time’ 
cartoon main character
FRANKENSTEIN’S MONSTER‑ The golem 
creature created by Dr. Frankenstein
GEORGE R. R. MARTIN‑ Writer, fantasy, 
horror and science fiction, Game of 
Thrones author
GORILLA GRODD‑ Ape supervillian from 
DC Comics, enemy of the Flash
GROOT‑ Super hero tree like creature in 
‘Guardians of the Galaxy’
GRUMPY CAT‑ Internet celebrity feline 
known for grumpy facial expressions
GUY FAWKES‑ 1600’s English conspirator 
who plotted to blow up Parliament 
HARVEY MILK‑ First openly gay politician 
from California
HODOR‑ Half-giant stable boy serving in 
Winterfell, Game of Thrones
HOPE SOLO‑ 2 time American Olympic 
gold winning soccer goalkeeper
HOWARD STERN‑ Radio personality, 
‘America’s Got Talent’ judge
IDRIS ELBA‑ Stringer Bell in ‘The Wire’
IMPERATOR FURIOSA‑ War rig driver, 
‘Mad Max: Fury Road movie’
JAKE THE DOG‑ ‘Adventure Time’ 
character, companion of Finn
JAMES FRANCO‑ Actor and producer, in 
TV’s ‘Freaks and Geeks’, Spiderman movies
JENNIFER LOPEZ‑ American Idol judge, 
known as J-Lo, actress, dancer and sInger
JESSICA JONES‑ Strong but brooding 
Marvel super hero and private investigator
JIMMY FALLON‑ American comedian, 
actor and host of TV’s ‘The Tonight Show’
KATE MIDDLETON‑ Duchess of Cambridge, 
wife of Prince William
KATNISS EVERDEEN‑ Archer heroine of 
Hunger Games books/movies
KATY PERRY‑ American singer and actress, 
sang ‘Roar’, ‘California Girls’
KE$HA‑ Singer known for ‘Tik-Tok’, ‘Your 
Love Is My Drug’
KELLY KAPOWSKI- Actor, the popular 
cheerleader in ‘Saved By the Bell’
KEVIN HART‑ Actor, comedian, starred in 
‘Ride Along’, ‘Wedding Ringer’
KILGORE TROUT‑ Fictional character 
created by Kurt Vonnegut in 
Slaughterhouse Five
KILGRAVE‑ Mind controlling villain, chief 
nemesis to superhero Jessica Jones
KIM KARDASHIAN‑ American social media 
and television celebrity
KYLO REN‑ Dark warrior in ‘Star Wars, 
Strong with the Force’, fiery temper
LIL BUB‑ Celebrity cat with unique look
LIONEL MESSI‑ Argentine world renowned 
soccer player
LISA VANDERPUMP‑ Real housewife 
of Beverly Hills, restauranteur, stars in 
‘Vanderpump Rules’
LORD VARYS‑ Game of Thrones, Small 
Council lord, known as the Spider
MACKLEMORE‑ American rapper, won 
Grammy for ‘Thrift Shop’
MAD’ MAX ROCKATANSKY‑ Futuristic road 
warrior in apocalyptic culture 
MANNY PACQUIAO‑ Filipino world 
champion boxer
MARK WAHLBERG‑ Actor, producer
MARK ZUCKERBURG‑ Creator of Facebook
MASTER SHIFU‑ Red panda, Master of the 
Jade Palace and trainer of the Furious Five

MEGATRON‑ A vicious evil robot from the 
Transformers series
MEGHAN TRAINOR‑ Singer/Songwriter,  
‘All About that Bass’ and ‘Lips Are Moving’
MELISSA MCCARTHY‑ Comedian and 
actress, starred in ‘Spy’ & ‘Mike and Molly’
MICHAEL RAPAPORT‑ American actor, 
writer and comedian
MICHONNE‑ Character on the TV show 
‘The Walking Dead’
MORDRED‑ Notorious traitor who fought 
King Arthur at the battle of Camlaan
PETER GRIFFIN‑ Main character of the 
American cartoon ‘Family Guy’
PHARRELL‑ Singer, rapper, and record 
producer known for ‘Happy’ and ‘Frontin’
PINK‑ American singer/songwriter known 
for ‘Try’ and ‘Just Give Me A Reason’
PO‑ Star of ‘Kung Fu Panda’ animated 
movies, voice by Jack Black
POPE FRANCIS‑ Head of Catholic Church
RAMSES THE GREAT‑ Egyptian pharaoh
RAUL CASTRO‑ Present day leader of the 
country of Cuba
RICO PETROCELLI‑ Baseball shortstop for 
the Boston Red Sox in 60’s and 70’s
RIDDICK‑ Fugitive in futuristic sci-fi land 
played by Vin Diesel
ROB GRONKOWSKI‑ New England Patriots 
charismatic tight end, 6’6” tall 
RYAN GOSLING ‑ Canadian actor and 
musician, starred in ‘Drive’, ‘The Notebook’
SAWYER FREDERICKS‑ Singer, won the 
Voice in 2015 at age 15
SEAN WHITE‑ Olympic & X Games medalist 
in snowboarding and skateboarding
SEANN WILLIAM SCOTT‑ American actor, 
played Stifler in ‘American Pie’
SERENA WILLIAMS‑ Tennis champion, 
sister to Venus Williams
SHAUN THE SHEEP‑ Silent, adventurous 
sheep in British claymation TV series
SMAUG‑ Gold loving dragon, chief villain 
from The Hobbit
STEPHEN CURRY‑ Sharp shooting guard 
from the Golden State Warriors
STEVE JOBS‑ CO-founder of Apple Inc. 
STRETCH ARMSTRONG‑ Well muscled 
rubbery 70’s action hero toy that stretches
STRINGER BELL‑ Right hand man of drug 
lord Avon Barksdale in HBO’s ‘The Wire’
TAI LUNG‑ Tiger villain, ex-student of 
Master Shifu in cartoon ‘Kung Fu Panda’
TED‑ Irreverent teddy bear that came to 
life in a movie with Mark Walhberg
TEDDY RUXPIN‑ 1980’s anitmatronic toy 
bear who reads stories
TERRENCE HOWARD‑ Actor, stars in TV’s 
‘Empire’, ‘Hustle and Flow’ movie
THE ICE KING‑ Simon Petrikov, crazed but 
lovable antagonist from ‘Adventure Time’
THE LAUGHING COW‑ Jovial red bovine 
mascot of Bel Group cheeses
THE NAKED COWBOY‑ Underwear clad 
singing cowboy in Times Square NY
THE WEEKND‑ Canadian singer/
songwriter, known for ‘Earned it’, ‘The Hills’
TIM COOK‑ CEO of Apple
TONY HAWK‑ American professional 
skateboarder, nicknamed the ‘Birdman’
TYRION LANNISTER‑ Cunning imp from 
Game of Thrones, son of Lord Tywin
WHITEY BULGER‑ Crime boss of the 
Winter Hill gang from South Boston
WIZ KHALIFA‑ Singer/songwriter, wrote 
‘Black and Yellow’ and ‘See You Again’
ZACH GALIFIANAKIS‑ American actor and 
writer, starred in the ‘Hangover ‘movies



SETUP: 
DIVIDE INTO TEAMS WITH TEAM MEMBERS SITTING 
ACROSS FROM EACH OTHER. Time’s Up! works best 
when played in teams of two players each. (Three 
teams of two, for example, is better than two teams of 
three.) Choose a player to keep score. 

DECIDE WHETHER YOU’LL BE USING THE YELLOW 
OR THE BLUE NAMES. Do not mix colors within the 
same game, only use one color per game. 

DEAL OUT 40 CARDS EVENLY AMONG ALL PLAYERS 
(for a longer game, deal out more cards). Then deal 
two more cards to each player. The rest of the deck 
won’t be used and should be put back in the box. Each 
player may look at their cards and discard two of them. 
(Players should not reveal their cards to each other.) All 
remaining cards are then shuffled together and stacked 
face down in the center of the table. This stack is the 
Deck of Fame.  

CHOOSE A STARTING TEAM TO TAKE THE DECK. The 
next team clockwise from the starting team sets their 
phone timer to 30 seconds.

HOW TO PLAY: 
ROUND 1 ‑ ALMOST ANYTHING GOES WITH 
CLUEGIVING BUT PASSING IS NOT ALLOWED. 
On each team’s turn, one member of the team is 
the Cluegiver and the rest are the Guessers. (On 
successive turns, the Cluegiver will be a different 
member of the team.) The Cluegiver takes the Deck, 
draws the top card from it, and looks at the YELLOW 
or BLUE name depending on which color everyone 
agreed upon at the start. Once the Cluegiver has 
looked at the name, the next team says, “Go!” and 
starts the timer. The Cluegiver begins giving clues 
to his teammate(s). The Cluegiver can say or do 
almost anything: sing, hum, point, charade, give full 
descriptions of the person, etc. 

 
The only restrictions are:
•  No part or variant of the name can be used in the 

clue. Ex: You can’t use “Willy” or “Bill” to get the 
Guesser to say WILLIAM.

•  No spelling of the name is allowed, nor can you say 
any letter specifically.

 
THE GUESSERS TRY TO GUESS THE NAME ON THE 
CLUEGIVER’S CARD. The Guessers can make as many 
guesses as they wish; there is no penalty for a wrong 
answer. Guessers must say the full name as printed on 
the card. For example, “Nixon” would not be sufficient 
for RICHARD NIXON. If the Guessers call out the 
correct name, the Cluegiver sets the card aside, draws 
a new card from the Deck, and begins giving clues for 
the name on that card. 

THE CLUEGIVER CANNOT PASS AND MOVE ON TO 
A NEW NAME UNTIL THE GUESSERS CALL OUT THE 
CORRECT NAME. If the Cluegiver gives an illegal clue, 
his turn ends. Return that card to the Deck.

WHEN TIME EXPIRES, the Cluegiver shuffles the card 
he was working on back into the Deck. He keeps each 
card that was guessed correctly in a pile near him. Pass 
the Deck to the next team clockwise, who in turn pass 
the timer to the next team clockwise from them.

IMPORTANT: If time runs out before a name is guessed, 
players may NOT discuss the name with each other. 
The cluegiver can’t reveal who he was trying to convey, 
and players on other teams who think they figured it 
out can’t tell their guesses to each other. A card may 
come up multiple times before it is guessed correctly.

THE ROUND ENDS WHEN ALL NAMES HAVE BEEN 
GUESSED and the Deck is empty. Pause the timer 
immediately by hitting stop. The current team will 
take the first turn in the next round, using only the 
remaining time on the timer. If there is not enough time 
left to use, or time was up, pass the deck to the next 
team. Reset the timer back to 30 seconds.  

Each team now adds up all the cards they collected 
and score 1 point for each card. The scorekeeper tallies 
the score. After scoring, each team reads aloud all the 
names from their pile of cards to refresh everyone’s 
memory about which names are in the game (if 
necessary, check the Glossary for a brief description of 
any unfamiliar names). When all names have been read, 
put all the cards back into the Deck and shuffle them 
well. The team after the last team to play starts the 
next round.

ROUND 2 ‑ NO MORE THAN 1 WORD CAN BE USED 
IN EACH CLUE, 1 GUESS ONLY, PASSING ALLOWED. 
Round 2 plays just like Round 1, with the following 
changes: The Cluegiver may not use more than one 
word per card to describe each name. The same word 
may be repeated as often as desired, but once a word 
is said only non-verbal clues may be added. If the 
Cluegiver accidentally uses more than one word he 
must set the card aside face down, draw a new one 
from the Deck and continue with the new name.

 
EACH TEAM MAY MAKE ONLY 1 GUESS PER CARD. 
If the guess is incorrect, the Cluegiver sets that card 
aside, draws a new one and continues.
 
THE CLUEGIVER MAY PASS DURING THIS ROUND. To 
do so, simply say “Pass”, set the card aside face-down, 
draw a new one from the Deck and continue with the 
new name. At no point are Guessers allowed to Pass. 

At the end of the turn, any cards set aside due to 
passes, clue goofs, or incorrect guesses are shuffled 
back into the Deck. There is no penalty for such cards. 

If a Cluegiver reaches the end of the deck during his 
turn, their turn is over. They may not revisit cards that 
they set aside due to incorrect guesses, passes, etc.

At the end of the round, don’t bother reading all the 
names aloud again; everyone knows them by now. 
Shuffle the cards back into the Deck again as before.  

ROUND 3 ‑ ONLY PANTOMIME AND SOUNDS, 1 
GUESS ONLY, PASSING ALLOWED. Round 3 plays just 
like Round 2, with one change: The Cluegiver may not 
use any words at all. Only sounds and pantomime.  
 

WINNING: Highest scoring team after 3 rounds wins.

Key to Time’s UP Cards
A - artist, C - contemporary
E - entertainer, F - fictional
H - historical, M - musician 
S - sports, W - writer

The Times Up!® game materials use tradenames and trademarks 
that are widely recognized by the public. The use of these 
game materials is not sponsored or approved by the owners of 
these trademarks and these materials should only be used for 
entertainment purposes.
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